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NEW WARRANTY PROGRAMS NOW AVAILABLE!
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NEW TWO-YEAR STANDARD WARRANTY

Pricing
The two-year Standard Warranty will be included in the purchase of a new GRT unit.

Coverage Details
• Full Bumper-to-Bumper coverage
• Two-years or 4,800 hours of operation
• Available worldwide

NEW EXTENDED WARRANTY PROGRAM

Backing up our promise
We stand behind our new line of GRT cranes and we are willing to prove it. New three, four or five year extended warranty program are now available for purchase.

Coverage Details
• Bumper-to-Bumper coverage – Extended warranty coverage will include all items covered under current standard one-year warranty
• Engine coverage – Extended Cummins engine warranty included, standard emission control components covered.
• Available worldwide

Warranty shall not apply to ordinary wear and tear; negligence, acts of God, vandalism, abuse, misuse, neglect, accidents or causes beyond reasonable control of Manitowoc. All additional exclusions under current standard one-year warranty applicable to all standard and extended warranty programs.

Now available on GRT655, GRT655L, GRT880 and GRT8100 model cranes.